The a priori probability of noticeable linkage among all conceivable experiments of the size reported by Mendel cannot reasonably be taken as greater than 24-36 per cent; and therefore, the frequently heard opinion that his chances of encountering linkage were high, approaching 994 per cent, appears to be mistaken.
INTRODUCTION
AN often heard criticism of Mendel (1886 , translation in Sinnott et al., 1958 p. 419) is that he might have noticed linkage without reporting it. It is argued that he studied seven genes in a species with only seven chromosomes and that the a priori probability of choosing one gene on each chromosome is (6/7)(5/7)...(1/7) = 6!/76 , 0006; (I) that is, the chance of a second gene on an unoccupied chromosome is 6/7, of a third one, 5/7, etc.. However, as indicated by Blixt (1975) , (1) is an oversimplification in not taking genetic length of chromosomes into account. Moreover, it is also erroneous in assuming that Mendel made detailed studies on all pairs of factors which are possible using seven genes, which is () 21. Only 6 of these 21 were reported in detail in 1886; and although Mendel referred to crosses using the other (15) pairs, he mentioned that these were based on relatively small numbers of experimental plants.
Interesting also are comparisons of known genes in the garden pea, Pisum arvense (Blixt, 1974) , with phenotypic descriptions published by Mendel (see Nilsson, 1951; Blixt, 1975; Novitski and Blixt, 1976) . Although these comparisons do not permit unambiguous assignment of the seven factors to known loci, Mendel's published studies on two-and three-factor crosses seem to have involved four genes among which linkage is not detectable (Nilsson, 1951; Blixt, 1975) . That is, Mendel may have had as many as 34 genetic stocks at his disposal, and just by chance, the four he used for two-or three-factor crosses are not noticeably linked. But how large is this chance? Is it so tiny as to suggest premeditated screening of stocks for factors which are not linked? Or is the absence of demonstrable linkage a reasonable outcome among all conceivable choices of four genes?
Earlier attempts to examine the credibility of Mendel's work were made at a time when linkage maps of the garden pea were incomplete or only 253 fragmentary (e.g. see Johannsen, 1926; Fisher, 1936; Wright, 1966) ; but the maps reported by Blixt (1974) are fairly complete, giving genetic lengths of the seven chromosomes as 234, 204, 211, 247, 191, 59 and 109 centi Morgans ( = cM). If the seven maps are approximately linear, the sum S 234+. . . = 1255 suggests the probability density f(x) = 1/1255, 0 < x < 1255 (2) obtained by mapping line segments, with lengths proportional to those of the seven chromosomes, end-to-end on to the x-axis-----so that the probability of a locus x cM from the origin in constant = 1/S. The present attempt makes use of the density (2) as a rule for choosing loci at random; sets of such loci are then employed for constructing the a priori probability P(n,K) of choosing n >2 genes in such a way that none of them is linked more closely with any of the others than a preselected K/2 cM. Then by deciding on a K, or range of K's, which might reasonably have led Mendel to notice linkage, specific P(n, K) 's of interest may be calculated (table 1) . For example, it seems unlikely that a K/2 between genes exceeding 30-50 cM would have caused him to notice linkage. (Genes closer to each other than K/2 cM, and on the same chromosome, are referred to below as detectably" or " noticeably" linked.) T(1, 60) '-54980.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After m = n -1 non-linked genes are chosen using rule (2), several chromosome segments will be unavailable for the nth gene if independent assortment is to be maintained. Defining the total mean length of these segments as T(m, K) (see the Appendix), the probability of choosing the nth gene in (T), giving detectable linkage, becomes T(m, K)/S and the probability of not doing so is 1 -T/S. From this, the probability of not choosing any of the n genes closer to each other than K/2 cM is simply
rn-i
The exact expression for T(m, K) is intricate, but for n < 7, the error in (3) resulting from the approximation
is not greater than 3 per cent (see the Appendix). Approximations o P(n, K) obtained by substituting (4) into (3) are shown in table 1. As seen, the probability of not observing linkage for n = 4 is between 0.638 and 0.758 if 60<K< 100. Blixt's (1975) assignments of the seven characters Mendel described to the garden pea map included two genes which are linked (le at 4,199 and pods smooth or wrinkled =V at 4,211). However, Mendel did not explicitly report experiments testing le and v together (even though he did mention testing all possible pairs of factors using small numbers of experimental plants-see Sinnott et al., 1958, p. 429) . Several reasons for omission of ie-u results are conceivable, one of which relates simply to the effort involved in studying large numbers of crosses for all of the ( = 21 pairs one may construct using seven genes. A more interesting speculation is suggested by Finally a point about the distribution of seven genes over seven chromosomes in the garden pea may be noted. If Mendel had deliberately screened his (34?) stocks in an attempt to find seven non-linked genes, a choice departing from one of the most probable ways to distribute seven genes over seven chromosomes might have occurred. This, in any case, is not suggested by table 2, in which standard multinomial probabilities with p = L1/S corresponding to length, L1, of the ith chromosome, are displayed: according to Nilsson (1951) Mendel chose 2 genes on each of two chromosomes and 1 on each of three others. The probability of this is P(2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0) = 274
per cent approximately, which is the most probable of the 15 possible distributions. The distribution according to Blixt (1975) is 3, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0 for which the probability is 249 per cent (approx.)-also one of the most probable.
3. APPENDIX T( 1, K) is defined as the mean length of the chromosome segment about the first gene chosen, referred to s1 below, in which a second must occur to give noticeable linkage (noticeable linkage implying that the two are nearer to each other than a pre-assigned K/2 cM). T( 1, K) is therefore the where I is the length of s about the first gene, which after being chosen using rule (2), is observed at a distance of reM from a reference end of ith chromosome. L1 is the length in cM of the ith chromosome and 2L S (since t is symmetric about L1/2, integration to the middle of the ith linkage map and doubling is equivalent to integration completely to the limit L1).
The procedure for assigning t's to different r's and i's is simple. For T(2, K) could be obtained using a procedure similar to the above, but is very nearly 2 T( 1, K) (of course the segments s1 and s2 about the first and second genes may overlap, if on the same chromosome, without giving detectable linkage. This would cause 2 T( I, K) to be slightly larger than T(2, K)). In general, it is easy to show that T(n, K) for n_ 7 is, within a small error, approximately n T( 1, K).
